
BiblioApps
BiblioApps complement the mobile-friendly suite of 

BiblioCommons services including BiblioCore, BiblioWeb, 

and BiblioEvents, and encourage patrons to browse 

through the virtual stacks of titles; find and visit the library 

location nearest to them; rate books, movies and music; 

and track what they plan to read, watch or listen to later.



BiblioApps

Better, More 

Integrated Basics

Seamless ILS integration: All search 

results, circulation information, 

transactions and account 

functionality are seamlessly 

reflected from and written back to 

the ILS in real time. 

Relevant, precise searches: 

BiblioApps is the only library mobile 

app that supports detailed facet 

mapping. Need to find a specific 

format or titles just for kids? Or only 

titles available at your local branch? 

No problem. 

Borrowing and account 

management: The tools your patrons 

need to manage their accounts 

are easy to use, whether they are 

borrowing a new title, seeing which 

of their books is next due, renewing 

a book they’d like to keep longer, or 

checking their holds.

Accessible branch information: 

Patrons can access regular 

hours, holiday hours, and contact 

information for their nearest 

branch. Apps have full GPS 

capability and mapping. 

Scannable account barcode: Patrons 

no longer have to remember their 

card and librarians no longer have 

to look them up. The scannable 

barcode is right in the app.

Exploration is the 

Key to Discovery

Library content is always changing, 

and this is reflected in real-time 

views. No staff time required.

A Recently Reviewed carousel 

highlights the titles being talked 

about in your library community.

Recent Arrivals and Just 

Ordered carousels are generated 

automatically with no extra work 

on the part of your staff. Bestseller 

lists are also automatically updated. 

And the Explore tab offers much 

more – event listings, media tabs 

and other popular content that you 

can choose to feature. 

The App That 

Goes Way Beyond 

Borrowing 

Patrons can rate and add items to 

their Completed, In Progress or For 

Later Shelves.

Patrons can scan barcodes, and 

BiblioApps will find the items in 

the library’s collections – no search 

necessary.

Integrated community ratings, 

comments, and tags help your 

patrons decide what’s right for 

them, wherever they are. 

Impressive iPhone app that allows 

you to check your Edmonton 

Public Library account on the 

go…and lots more! This app has 

so many features, and it works 

like a charm. I can’t imagine NOT 

having it on my phone!

Edmonton Public Library Patron

I’m loving this app. It lets me see 

everything I need…Very helpful!

San Antonio Public Library Patron

Streamlined Apps for iPhone & Android

Most people only use a handful of mobile apps regularly. Make your 

library-branded app one of them, by giving your patrons quick, easy 

access to basic borrowing, discovery, and personal record keeping.


